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Project Overview

Aim : understand the extent to which school leaders’ innovative use of an improvement cycle methodology strengthens 
their capacity to analyse problems of practice and organise collective action for improvement (2020 – 2022)

Country contexts all highly fluid and dynamic, constantly shifting for the project partners (NGO development 
practitioners, school leaders & researchers), experiencing the impact of covid in different ways. 

12 school leaders in a severely 
under-resourced settlement and a 
semi-rural area with high poverty, 
child labour and drop-out rates; 

responding to the demands of new 
national curriculum and phasing in of 

new school structures 

ChileKenya
Philippines

15 pre-primary school leaders  
serving marginalised 

populations and vulnerable 
children; looking to shape their 

place within a new local 
education governance 

structure 

19 school leaders in poor, highly 
remote and conflict-affected  semi-

autonomous region for Muslim 
communities,  with other disruptive 

national factors such as poor weather 
conditions and violent elections
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This Presentation

Collective reflection on the project working with a focus on the multiple partnerships within it   

Approach

▪ Our reflective notes from team meetings through the project implementation
▪ Collective group reflections recorded in a team meeting prompted by responses to a series of open-ended

questions on roles, working relationships, pivotal moments in team collaboration, use of tools and
resources

▪ Thematic analysis of meeting transcript
▪ Audio-recorded individual reflections from team members
▪ Core project data (interviews with school leaders)
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Conceptual Approach

Drawing on cultural, historical activity theory (CHAT) as conceptual tool to deepen our understanding of the
partnerships and learning within them:

▪ recognise practices (school leadership, development practice and academic research) as ‘mini cultures’ – having
their own history, values, repertoires and regimes of competence along with domains of knowledge

▪ understand different practices as having different abilities to influence the overall landscape, with none able to
totally subsume others

▪ diversity seen as a resource rather than barrier to collaboration

▪ conceptualise the project partnership working as endeavours to cross institutional and epistemic boundaries
between and within schools, development practice and academic research: partnership as involving joint,
intentional work at the boundaries

▪ focus on experiences of boundaries at the interpersonal level - actions and interactions between specific groups of
people from different practices
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Challenges at the project boundaries

Examples

Expectations of local authorities and the NGOs about the type of knowledge that

might be produced by the project

School leaders’ expectations of their role and relationship with the relevant NGO

NGO / researcher expectations of their own and each other’s roles (autonomy)

Varying levels of knowledge of the local contexts, country contexts

Prior knowledge/ experiences of the methodology (IS and research approach)

Language and terminology

Quality standards e.g research ethics

Pace of work

NGO feeling of pressure and competition when sharing
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Interlinking  themes

Purpose 

Roles

Identities 

Competencies 

Epistemic cultures 

Routines 
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“…This space for exchange and progress were not exempt from certain challenges which can be

characterised by a degree of tension and concern. For example, tension was generated from being

exposed to others in preparing progress presentations…and concern about explaining to other team

participants what was our line of thinking; trying to explain clearly and effectively our local context with

the new local authority… the reality in which principals lived in their everyday work and relationships plus

how we were addressing the improvement science approach in that context”– Partner in Chile



Facilitating boundary crossing 

Shared problems or challenges arising from changes in the external environment 

New local education governance structure (Chile) - offers opportunity for new relationships and practices

New curriculum (Kenya) 

Design of the project 

Focus on local autonomy through collaborative participation in local Improvement Communities 

Co-designing activities and use of common objects  (able to withstand contextual adaptations)

Workshop planning; PDSA planning cycle; interview schedules 

In –person collaboration 

Country visits to give time together, moving across boundaries to support 

Disposition of colleagues and relationships

Resilience, empathy, listen, build trust, compromise

When successful these expanded practices and enabled collective concept formation across the partnership 
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Audio Recording of Partner in the Philippines 1…
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Audio Recording of Partner in the Philippines 2…



Our learning… 
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Team members 

Becoming better at valuing other perspectives and looking differently at their own positions:

“I value the rich discussion that we have been having through this period…and the diverse perspectives by all of you …have 

contributed to my view of the participant context and the project challenges. I also value the respect and professionalism in

debating ideas. I think productive working relationships are based on trust and engagement, listening to each other openly without 

prejudice, and for me, this kind of back and forth for when we had an idea to implement with the principals, and then we share… 

and you say, “maybe that is not the good way”, or ‘maybe you could put it in another way’, but everything I think adds more to 

our view and is a plus, a value, all the suggestions, all the open perspectives, because we have options, we don't have to choose 

just one thing” – Partner in Chile

Improving relationship skills: 

“I think my interpersonal skills and relationship building skills had improved a lot, I learned to become more open and patient, to 

listen to the school leaders’ stories” – Partner in the Philippines

Adaptation: 

“I would say after that initial stage for us [it] was super important to understand the specific context, and I think that was one of

my main …learnings in terms of this whole project…Sometimes we wanted to create improvement science activities in that way,

but the context in a way put us in a slightly different situation, and we have to respond to a different need from the context. That

kind of flexibility, I would say it was kind of one of my problems, but my main take away, one of the main things I learned from this

process. – Partner in Chile
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Audio Recording of Partner in the Kenya



Our learning… 
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For future projects 

▪ Being more open about the practice boundaries which exist: explore expectations within 
the project, recognise the need to explicitly facilitate the joint working, continually reflect 
and adapt. 

▪ Context, context, context…. allow more time to explore and generate shared 
understandings of the contexts.

▪ Be aware that the identity work involved in working at boundaries can lead to unexpected 
emotions and / or discomfiture, for example feelings of uncertainty from members of the 
team. This doesn’t necessarily mean people are not working well but this emotional work 
needs to be recognised and supported in different ways.

▪ Be realistic about the extent of boundary crossing which is possible in limited time ….. 
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“We saw and appreciated a change in the methodology that turned into more participatory dynamics in the last

meetings. The new type of meetings required different mediation of interaction spaces to give everyone the same

opportunity to express their ideas for instance; questions in advance and spaces to share with colleagues. Another

thing to mention is the depth of the topics and appropriate time to achieve a common understanding. This situation

has to do with the purpose of the meeting. Was it a following up session or was it organised to delve into a specific

relevant topic? Perhaps more clarity on this might help to learn comparatively from each other’s teams. At an earlier

stage, more activities such as making sense of meetings will have been beneficial to socialise the different positions

from which the teams stand according to the local context they address” – Partner in Chile
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